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Let G be a finite group and let (K, 0, F) be a p-modular system. For 
convenience, assume that K is a splitting field for G and its subgroups and 
that F is algebraically closed. Let R be one of the rings K, fi, or F. A G- 
module is by definition an R-free, finitely generated right RG-module. If 
N u G and V is an N-module, we denote by TG( V) its inertia group in G. 
THEOREM. Let U, N, and H be subgroups of G such that U E N 4 G and 
U 4 H. Let S he a U-module such that 
(i) SN is indecomposuble und 
(ii) T,(SN) G T”(S) N. 
Then v is indecomposable for every indecomposable direct summand W 
of SH. Moreover, if W, and W2 are two surh .summands, then WY z WF if 
and only 17 W, E W,. 
Remarks. (I ) If R = K, then the result is an easy consequence of 
Frobenius reciprocity; the proof given below, however, covers also this 
case. 
(2) A well known and much used special instance arises in case 
U = N. Condition (i) is then just that S is indecomposable, while (ii) asserts 
that HZ TJS). If R is a field, the theorem is therefore precisely 
Theorem 9.6(a), (c) in [3, Chap. VII]. Note that part (b) of this theorem 
does not hold for UC-lattices, while parts (a) and (c) do; in fact, their 
proofs need only the Krull-Schmidt theorem and rank arguments, so carry 
over directly. We will use this special case in proving the more general 
result. Note also that no assumption on the field is made in Theorem 9.6 
just mentioned. Why some condition is needed here will become clear in 
the proof. 
(3) In case R = 0 or R = F, Green’s Indecomposability Theorem 
asserts that SN is indecomposable provided S is and O”(N) s U. Condition 
(i) can therefore be replaced by “S is indecomposable” if N is a p-group. 
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(4) If the pair (U, S) is determined by S” up to conjugation in N 
(e.g., if U is a vertex and S a U-source of SN), then H = Nc;( U) will always 
satisfy condition (ii) by the Frattini argument. As an illustration, we show 
(for R=For R=O): 
COROLLARY 1. Let M be a primitive G-module (i.e., M is indecomposable 
and not induced from a proper subgroup) with vertex P and let N < G such 
that PC N. Then U = OP(N) P is a normal subgroup of G and any sup- 
plement for N in G is also a supplement for U. 
Proof Since P c N, there is an indecomposable N-module V such that 
MI VG. Since M is primitive, V must be G-stable and U-projective. 
Therefore, and by Green’s Theorem, there is a U-module S with vertex P 
such that V = SN. Let H be the inertia group of S in N,(U). If g E G, then 
V 2 V” g SR 0 ua N, so S 1 I,, @ S”” 0 uR,8 n (i U by Mackey decomposition, 
where the sum runs over suitable elements of N. Since P is a vertex of S, 
this implies P < c, U4” n U for some n, hence Uyrr = U and SK” z S, so 
gn E H. We have shown that G = T,(S) N, so the theorem applies, and 
M z WC for a suitable direct summand WI SH. The primitivity of M forces 
H = G, so U a G and S is G-stable. If L is a supplement of N in G, set 
H, = LU. Then G= H, N = T,,(S) N, so, again by the theorem and 
primitivity of M, we have H, = G, i.e., L is a supplement for U. 
One can use this to show nonprimitivity; let us consider a very simple 
EXAMPLE. G=S,. 
(i) Let p = 2 and let M be a module with vertex P = (( 12)(34)). We 
can take N = V, u G, so OP(N) = 1 and U = P is not normal in G. 
Therefore M is not primitive. 
(ii) Let p = 3 and let M be a projective module. So P = 1 and we can 
take N = A, u G. Then U = OP( N) = V4, which is normal. However, 
((12)) is a supplement for N, but not for U, so again M is not primitive. 
COROLLARY 2. Let G = O,.,p,p. (G). If M is a primitive G-module, then a 
vertex qf M is a Sylow group of G. 
Proof: Let H be a Hall-p’-subgroup of G. Then H is a supplement for 
N = OP’(G). By Corollary 1, H is a supplement for U = Op’.p(G) P, where P 
is a vertex of M. Since Op’.p G O,,,, P must be Sylow-p-subgroup of G. 
Proof qf Theorem. Denote V = SN, T = T,( V) and L = TJS). If x E L, 
then V’= (S 0 I/ N)” g S” 0 u N s V, so L < T, hence LN d T. By (ii), 
equality holds. 
Let A = End.(S), B = End,( V), D = End.(SL), and E = End J V’j. 
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Step 1. There are inclusions 
T VT E 
/\ /*2 /‘\ 
L N, SL K and D B 
\/ \/;r ?/: 
u S A 
such that the diagrams commute and are “compatible” in a sense to be 
defined below. 
Proof: Let ~1: S-+ V=SN be defined by S,LL=SQ 1, and CT: A+ B by 
(~@n) x”=s~@n for .~ES, HEN, and c(EA. Then ,uc?=~, and in this 
sense the maps are compatible. Similar definitions give maps S + S’, 
A + D, and V -+ V7, B + E. For the maps SL -+ V’ and D + E, use again 
these definitions, together with the canonical isomorphism 
(S”)‘z,(S”)‘= V7 and the induced isomorphism End.(SL)Tz 
End J V’) = E. 
We can, and will, therefore identify S, SL- and V with submodules of V7 
and A, D and B with subrings of E. Note that with these identifications, 
one has V = x,,. N Srz. 
Step 2. B= A + J(B) and E = D + J(E). 
Proqf: By condition (i) and the assumptions on K and F, one has B z K 
if R = K and B/J(B) z F if R = F or R = CC. Since A G J(B), the first asser- 
tion follows. (It is at this point only, that the conditions on K and F are 
used; of course, if U = N, then A = B trivially.) 
For the other assertion, we need a more detailed description of the rings 
D and E. Let L=uysxU.u; then SL=CV@S.u. Denote D,= j6~Dl 
S6~Sxj; then D=C,@D, and any D, contains a unit of D. If 6, is any 
such unit, then D, = 46, = 6,A (see [I, Sect. 19C] for more details). 
Similar statements hold for E (with S replaced by V and .4 by B). Note 
that T= NL = (J ~ Nx, so T= u., t y Nx for a suitable subset Y of X. 
Now for any XEY, we have Vd.=C,,Sn6. = ~:,,S~,n~~,,Sxn = 
C,, Snx= Vx, so 6,~ E.,. Since 6, is a unit in E (even in D), it follows that 
cxOA6.+J(B)E. 
x 
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The first summand is just D, so it is enough to show that J(B) E E J(E). 
Since B6,y=6,B, one has also J(B) d,=d,J(B), so J(B)E=EJ(B). But 
J(B) is nilpotent mod J(R), therefore J(B) E is, and the assertion follows. 
Step 3. Let 1 =Cj ei be a decomposition into primitive orthogonal 
idempotents in D. Then it is also such a decomposition in E. Moreover, if 
e, and e, are isomorphic in E, then they are already isomorphic in D. 
ProojY Recall that two idempotents e and J’ of a ring E are called 
isomorphic, if eE 2 fE. Let D = D/D n J(E) and ,!? = E/J(E). Since 
D nJ(E) EJ(D), one has that i= zip, is a decomposition into primitive 
orthogonal idempotents in d by [2, I 12.41, and if 4, and F, are isomorphic, 
then so are ei and e, (see [2, I 13.51). The same statements hold for the 
idempotents of E and i? The assertion follows, since by Step 2, there is a 
commutative diagram 
D-E 
I I - - 
DLE 
Step 4. Conclusion. 
Proox Let “component” stand for “indecomposable direct sum- 
mand # 0.” By Remark 2, the components of S” are in bijection with the 
components of SL since L = T”(S). The components of SL in turn are in 
bijection with the primitive idempotents of D, since D = End,(SL); note 
that two components are isomorphic iff the corresponding idempotents are 
isomorphic. Analogous statements hold for the components of V’, the 
components of VT and the primitive idempotents of E. The assertion 
follows therefore from Step 3. 
We conclude with some additional 
Remarks. Let R = 0 or R = F. 
(5) Let N 4 G, P a p-subgroup of N and H = N,(P). Denote by g, 
the Green correspondence from H n N to N and by g the Green correspon- 
dence from H to G. If S is an indecomposable H n N-module with vertex P, 
then (gOS)G z g(P). 
Proof Both sides are precisely all the direct summands of SG with 
vertex P. 
(6) Keep the notation of (5). If goSr SN, then gWr WG‘ for every 
component W of SH. 
Proof: Since g WI WC;, one has rank(g W) d IG : H( rank(W) with 
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equality iff gWr WC. Since rank(g,S)” = IG : Hn NI rank(S) by 
assumption, the assertion follows from (5). 
(7) Let A4 be an indecomposable G-module with vertex P < O,,(G). 
Then M z (fM)‘, where f is the Green correspondence from G to 
H= N,(P). 
Proof: Apply (6) with N = O,(G) and S = S,H n N, where S, is a P-source 
of M. The indecomposability of S and of SN is a consequence of Green’s 
Theorem, since N is a p-group. The assertion follows, since fMj 9'. 
(8) A more precise version of the result in example (i) above can be 
deduced from (7). 
(9) We have repeatedly used Green’s Indecomposability Theorem. 
As far as we are aware, it is not mentioned in the literature that the con- 
verse of this theorem is equally true. More precisely: 
Let N 4 G and let S be an indecomposable N-module with inertia group 
T. Then SC js indecomposable iff T/N is a p-group. 
Sketch of Proof: Denote A = End,(S) and E = End.(,Y). By 
Remark (2), SC is indecomposable iff ST is indecomposable; this is the case 
iff E is a local ring. Since J(A) E is an ideal of E contained in J(E) (see 
Step 2 in the proof), E is local iff i?= E/J(A)E is local. But i? is a twisted 
group algebra over F for the group H = T/N (see [ 1, 19.211). So it is 
enough to show that a twisted group algebra F% is local iff H is p-group. 
Let y be the associated cocycle. If H is a p-group, then y is a coboundary 
by [ 1, 11.381, so F% is an ordinary group algebra for the p-group H, and it 
is well known that these are local. 
Conversely, assume that Fx is local and let U be a cyclic p’-subgroup. 
Then y 1 U is a coboundary, so Fug FU; since Fuis local, so is FU, But e = 
) U( - ’ C u is an idempotent in FU, so e = 1, hence U = 1 and H is a p-group. 
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